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A Message from President
Alex Rorke
Dear VSCDA members and friends:
Welcome to 2022. We have a great racing season lined up with more
than a few surprises to be announced over the next few weeks.
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We’d like to thank thank Dan Davis of Victory Lane for supplying us
with the race report content and other work by their noted authors
and photographers. Please support them whenever you can and check
out the actual articles here https://www.victorylane.com/!
You’ll need to zoom up on the VL stories as they are screen grabs.

Thanks to your participation and cooperation 2021 was a big success for VSCDA. We had great turnout and our members/guests worked
with us as we complied with Covid requirements. Stacey Donato, the
Event Chairs, Kathy Newton and many others put extraordinary effort
into finding ways to have racing weekends where we conformed to the
rules of different states, kept our members safe and did not miss a
beat with having plenty of track time, competition and camaraderie.
As I write this Omicron is rippling through the country. Hopefully Omicron is the last Covid wave we will have to manage through.
However, no matter what we have to cope with, you have proven that
VSCDA will find a way.
We now have a permanent Chief Steward for virtually all our events.
VSCDA Chief Steward Gordy Ensing and his colleagues Eric and Stephanie Whitnable bring us extraordinary experience handling similar
responsibilities for Trans Am and other professional series. Just
as important is they share our enthusiasm for vintage racing. Their
goal is to have efficiently run, safe racing for all of us. This
is also true for our Drivers Committee (Charlie Hall, Gary Kropf,
Roger Heil, John Kennelly and John Salisbury), which is focused
on keeping all racers safe. VSCDA is known for having exceptional
camaraderie, including while racing. The Drivers Committee (“DC”)
provides the structure for that environment. If you are interested
in learning more about the DC and assisting them, please let the
VSCDA office know.
One of the most long awaited and exciting changes for VSCDA is that
cars built from 1989-1997 will now be classed and allowed to race
with us. Thanks to Jim Donato and Scott Reif for years of work
on this change, which was unanimously approved by the VSCDA Board
last November. Another change involves helmets. Helmets have to be
SA2015 or SA2020. Information on car classification is available on
our website VSCDA.org. By the time you read this details on helmets
should be posted on the web site.
VSCDA is able to provide its substantial track time and reasonable cost structure because we are a club of volunteers. To those
who have volunteered to help, thank you. To those who have not yet
volunteered but would like to participate more in our racing family, please let us know. We have a very active year coming up. Your
volunteering will make it a better experience for all of us.
Looking forward to seeing you on the track at one of our races in
the not very distant future. -- Alex

the block at Ponca City, Oklahoma. Miraculously, the crank and
piston were not destroyed, and he
had a spare rod. The engine was
pulled under a tree limb. The hole
was sealed with a cut up CocaCola can, pop rivets and epoxy. He
Q. What tracks are on your raced the next day with soda livery on the engine!
bucket list?
A: My favorite track is probably
Hallett. But my favorite event is
the Father’s day weekend at Blackhawk. I am now able to share that
weekend with my son, Collin, who
won the handicap race last year.

like to drive just don’t fit. But I
would love to drive a Group 6 car
someday. Anyone want to trade
for a session?
Q. Have you ever had an
on track accident? What
did you learn from that experience?

Q. Favorite car you’ve driv- A: The Kink. I learned that an
overbuilt cage and tight, properen? Street car? Race Car?
ly mounted belts are your friends!
A: Favorite street car was the ratty And, I learned that I will NEVER be
Volvo PV544 Sport I had when I fast on that section of track again!
was 16. As for race cars, I have
only driven Alfas. Really enjoy my Q. What advice would you
give to an up-and-coming
Q. Do you have a favorite B-Sedan ’66 Alfa GTV.
racers?
“racing” story or favorite
Q. What car are you dying
racing recollections?
to get an opportunity to A: Build a reliable car that maximizes your time on track, and
A: I love stories of how racers come drive or race?
hence your enjoyment.
together to help salvage a race
weekend. In about 1974, my Dad A: Largely due to my size 6’5”had a rod put a hole in the side of 250 lbs, most of the cars I would
A: I have been extremely fortunate
to cross a bunch off that list including Road America, The Glen,
Indy, MidOhio, Road Atlanta and
COTA. The biggest one remaining is Laguna Seca.

Meet
Erik Wood
(& son Collin)
VSCDA member since
2004, Erik Wood
answers...
The VSCDA
QUESTIONNAIRE.

car! My brother, Curtis, began
racing a Yenko Stinger in the 90’s.
In 2004, after a couple of track
days in my street Alfa, I convinced
Mike Besic (actually Diane ) to sell
me their B-Sedan Alfa GTV, and I
have been racing since.
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and SportsCar magazines.
Q. Do you have a racing
hero or favorite racer who
inspired you?

A: My Dad. It was through him
that we developed a love of sports
Q.
Did
you
follow
racing
in
cars and the ability to work on
Q. How did you get into
your childhood?
them. I regret not starting racing
racing?
earlier when he was still around to
A: My Dad raced a HP Bugeye A: We followed F1, TransAm, be a part of it.
Sprite in the early 60’s and then IMSA etc. But with limited TV
a GP Alfa Giulietta in the 70’s. A options, most of our information Q. What is your favorite
’65 Corvair Corsa was our tow came from the back of Autoweek track? Event?
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TEAM DENISON

E

2021 ELVF with the California Crew
by David Denison

very so often, a plan does
come together. When it’s a
weekend vintage race plan
we are speaking of, this may only
happen once in the life of a SA
helmet or harness. As hobbyist
owner-operators, we all know the
odds. No matter what economic
level your participation requires,
help is needed for a shot at success. And assistance often comes
in the form of fellow racers, supportive family members or perhaps a dedicated friend or two.
But to have seven friends travel
from their California home to a
quaint Wisconsin hamlet to provide trackside support for a fifty
year-old race car? This is asking
the vintage universe for a very big
Page 10

favor. As it turned out, the racing
Gods complied. It seems I should
have requested rock star treatment
long ago.

the time. Other WEC, IMSA, F1,
CART/Indy races were attended
by this group throughout California, North American and Europe.
This crew is tight, well-seasoned,
opinionated and knowledgeable
on all subjects, but especially
motor racing. They are analytical, mostly mechanical, perform
research, plan and discuss. The
group could be described as the
most capable collection of individuals who hadn’t yet assembled for
trackside support responsibilities.
Yet would they even consider this
possible boondoggle?

My history with these friends dates
back about forty years when I
lived in the San Jose area and
was invited by one member, Mark
Kendall, to attend the Long Beach
Grand Prix. Mark, who was a
co-worker at the time, introduced
me to Wes, Ed, Binkley and Greg.
These guys had attended this Long
Beach race from its Formula 5000
inception. I was swept into the
tradition of getting together every
April as spectators for this USGP An invitation to attend the ELVF
weekend, CART race, Indy Car 2021 as a crew was floated
event- whatever it morphed into at during one of our many COVID

lockdown cocktail Zoom calls earlier this year. When they quickly
agreed to the idea, it caught me
off guard. My mind immediately
initiated the over-thinking segment of the upcoming race season. You know- going down the
rabbit hole of wondering about all
the things that can/will go wrong
with the car. This, of course, normally doesn’t come into play until just before, during or directly
after GingerMan’s Spring Brake.
And with it comes the pressure of
equipment surviving the summer
race schedule, too.

small bore racer are Stacey Donato, the Korneli’s, Alex Rorke and
all of our VSCDA board and volunteer staff.

I had never faced the prospect of
this many helping hands in my
paddock for three days straight.
Perhaps I daydreamed of rock star
status but was always snapped out
of it by a cracked header, corded tire or a faulty wiring issue. I
needed to think like a real motorsport team. I needed a crew chief.
This position was quickly filled by
Jonathon Binkley Byrnes, a former
IBM field systems engineer. He beThis is the event everyone should gan assembling checklists, assignand must attend. Having experienced the incredible VSCDA organization and culture over
the past ten years, this
race weekend was destined to be memorable.
Even if a dreaded mechanical calamity keeps
the car on the trailer,
we were going to enjoy
this show together. After witnessing last year’s
magical miracle of ELVF
2020, the heroes of this

ing tasks, communicating expectations, sending us Red Bull pit stop
videos and demanding we have
uniforms with our team name. I
sensed the September adventure
was about to take on a life of its
own.
The question of who might handle
any diplomatic issues with other
teams or drivers arose from the
group. I responded with “Stop
watching NASCAR. This is vintage. Change the channel.” Wes
Weller, retired US State Department Overseas security director,
was then assigned this responsibility, along with keeping my cool
suit box iced up, since he
is about as cool as they
come. For some reason, a
mental image of his firearm training from rapidly moving vehicles briefly
crossed my mind. I shook
it off.
Ed Jaffe, a successful, naturally eclectic Los Angeles graphic designer, was
lobbying for a new, more
updated color scheme for
the Datsun. Our sponsor
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ably determined my true cost per
mile of racing. Thankfully, this figure wasn’t shared with me or my
wife Nancy, who is the true sponsor of this past time.

(me) couldn’t afford to sacrifice
food, clothing, shelter and race
fuel for the new look. He was
disappointed in the decision but
agreed to keep the car clean.
Greg Starczak, another now retired, laid back IBM analyst and
overall problem-solver took on the
role of gadget and gizmo support.
In other words, everything from EZ
up anchoring to Go Pro charging.
He and his wife Tami ventured
from Santa Barbara in their custom apocalypse-prepared Mer-

cedes Sprinter, fully loaded with
E-bikes and SUP boards.

The team flew into to my hometown
of Traverse City first. After a few
days of fresh water sightseeing,
Whitefish, Walleye and a private
Hagerty Garage tour, we boarded the SS Badger with our convoy
for the calm four hour crossing to
Wisconsin. The stunning entrance
to Road America was a dream
come true for Mark and the others.
As a Midwesterner, lush greenery
on the brink of a seasonal change
and rolling hills of the moraine
seemed commonplace. To these
parched natives of the Palisades,
it was a sight to behold. And the
perfect weather brought all their
previous long underwear comments to a screeching halt.

The friend who started it all for
me, Mark Kendall, a thirty+ year
SCRAMP volunteer veteran of all
things Laguna Seca, kept an eye
on costs, housing expenses and
photo documentation. With some
previous Midwest travel experience of his own, he supported
Once we determined our paddock
the trip from the get-go. He (and
location, the team had our comhis wife Susan’s financial and acpound quickly set up with just the
counting background) had probright overhead protection, pavement access and a natural carpet
of green grass under our chairs
and tables. Tools, race gear, tires,
fuel, jack, generator, Go Pros, hydration, ice, sustenance, uniformscheck, check, check. They had it
dialed in. Now this over-supported driver better take care of the
machinery.
The Enduro was the first exciting
test. Remember your first time up
on the hot pit wall at world famous
Road America? I sure do. The
sense of urgency and anticipation
was infectious. Run those golf carts
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up there, get your space secured,
don’t forget your assignments.
Just be where I can see you and I’ll
come in for our mandatory stop.
“No, I don’t have a radio. No, we
won’t be refueling.” Binkley stayed
with me on the false grid. I was
once skeptical for the need for uniforms, but now couldn’t keep from
smiling. The team looked great! I
could make them out as the Datsun
(with its massive 165HP L18)
worked its way up the hill past
the tower. A few laps later I gave
them the “next one” finger signal.
They were on it. Arms up for spotting the stall, timer started, windshield clean, walk around, tire
inspection, drink, lift the hood to
take a quick peek, refasten, time
check countdown. Ready and
good to go. Truth be told, I think
they were a bit disappointed we
didn’t need to execute a four tire
swap, driver change and half turn
on the track bar.
Throughout all three days, not
a grid call was missed. Practice,
qualifying, all races, Trans Am
B-Sedan, Sheldon Cup. As most

ner angles and sight lines I didn’t
know existed. “What? You can go
down in Thunder Valley?!” I often
thought just watching a start and
a few laps from the turn 5 grandstand was as good as it gets while
participating. We drove those
carts all over this National Park of
Speed. We ate bratwurst, gawked
at priceless automotive machinery, met Peter Brock, made new
friends, cruised the competition
& upper paddock then perched
above Hurry Downs. On a normal race weekend I never stray
race friends know, this is a rare too far from the paddock but we
occurrence for my Datsun. After took the race car on the old course
each session the team jumped into into town. Binkley drove the 510
action. Fuel, TP and tires, torque in and Ed drove it back. It was a
those lugs, Go Pro set, ice for the weekend that I didn’t want to see
Cool Suit, inspect the brakes and end.
rotors, fluid check, wipe down the
oil blow by, spark plug analysis, I knew this 2021 ELVF flagship
windscreen, wipe the car down event was going to be different
so it’s pretty, oops-battery not and somewhat unique for me.
charging, change the voltage reg- I just didn’t anticipate how truulator, test the alternator, test the ly special it would ultimately turn
battery, charge the battery, yikes! out. Thank you VSCDA. Sharing
There’s a hairline spider crack in Road America and the vintage
the right front rotor, check the radi- spirit with lifelong friends was an
ator expansion tank, thirty minutes adventure like no other. I know
out get your gear on. The team did this experience will never be duall of this. I just sat there, sipping plicated. The unbelievable stretch
Gatorade, snacking on cheese of beautiful weather is certainly
curds watching the show. Yep. I one reason. There will never be
was getting quite comfortable with another “first time” visit for any
being the rock star. “Only yellow of the team members. But lately,
and blue M&M’s in my dressing word from the West Coast is Team
room, please!”
Denison Trackside Support, with
their uniforms, checklists and new
It wasn’t all work for the team. love for cheese curds, are open
This organized group checked off for business and plotting a return.
their support responsibilities then And that is music to my wanna-be
jumped in the carts to explore rock star ears.
the circuit and found locations
I’ve never been to. They saw cor-
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Daughter Knows Best!
by Leah Bauer

mobiles has come to an end, I head
to the shop with my Dad to prep for
road racing our Vintage cars. Dad
has a 1959 Austin Healey Bugeye
Sprite and I have a 1962 MG
Midget. He’s been racing his car
for almost 24 years! I started in the
Bugeye and did track days with it
until I got my race license in 2014.
Dad and I shared the Bugeye for
the first few races I did. He mostly
did the Sprint races and I did the
Enduros in the VSCDA circuit. It
worked for a while until I realized
sharing was not as much fun and
In the Spring, when racing snow- I needed my own car. There is a
otorsports have been
a huge part of my life
from a very young age.
From dirtbikes to 4-wheelers, now
snowmobiles and racecars. I definitely have always had a need for
speed! Racing is my biggest passion and the love of adrenaline
runs in my family. I’ve always followed in my Dad’s footsteps when
it comes to racing. He’s a World
Junior Champion snowmobile racer and motocross racer. As he used
to say, “Have helmet, will race.”
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lot of friendly competition between
us so when I started getting close
to his lap times, he agreed it was
time for my own car.
That’s when I got “Orange Crush”,
the MG, and started the tedious
process of rebuilding. The car,
thought to be race-ready, was in
no shape or form to run on the
track. Soon after we got her, I blew
my knee apart in a snowmobile
race and Dad had complete knee
replacement surgery a week later.
We were a couple of hurting units
and the rebuild was put on hold.

Once we were able to move around
on crutches a little better, we made
the most of it and got through with
lots of humor and pain medicine!
As you can imagine, the two of us
hobbling around on crutches and
dropping tools all over was a sight
to see! We called our shop nights
“Cars and Cripples at the Team
Shitshow Garage.”
Finally after two years of working
on Orange Crush, I was able to get
her on track and into the Spring
Vintage race at Road America. I
was running fast, and getting faster
each day, shaving off 10 seconds
from from Friday practice to Saturday qualifying. All the excitement
and glory came to a dead stop
when my motor blew in qualifying.
I was pretty disappointed, mostly
because I had been progressing

so quickly and wanted to get even
faster. Eventually we were able to
get a new motor and start racing
again.

“Dad was a little salty,
but very proud of me.”
This past Summer went really well
for both of us and we had a blast
racing together in the same class.
By the end of the season, I was getting pretty close to his lap times.
The last race we did was the ELVF
this Fall and it was my favorite
race of all time! We had a ton of
fun as we always do and both got
progressively faster as the weekend went on. Dad and I raced the
Kimberly Cup on Sunday and even
though I started 17th, I was shav-

ing seconds off each lap. I started
the weekend with a 3:10 lap time
and ended up at a 3:02 at the finish of the Cup race. Dad and 2
others broke out of the time restriction, making me the winner of the
race! I was shocked and excited! I
know Dad was a little salty but very
proud of me at the same time and
I know he had just as much fun as
I did. It was the first time I’ve been
on the podium and it felt great!
It makes my heart full that we can
share the love of racing together
and I look forward to it every Summer! I know we will enjoy each other’s company at the races for years
to come, even though we may remain “frenemies” on the track!
PS to my Dad- STOP STEALING
PARTS OFF MY CAR!
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The Crazy Doc & His GT40
By Marc Frost

M

y late father, John (Jack)
Frost, M.D., was a hot
rodder and a gear head
in the glory years. We have home
movies of the first NHRA Nationals
at Great Bend, Kansas in 1955.
He had one criterion he liked in
his cars: FAST. He started off with
Twin-H Hudson Hornets in the early 1950’s. With the family expanding to six boys and a slobbering
St. Bernard (Bruno), Dad switched
to drag racing the family Pontiac
station wagon in the Stock class. In
the era of skinny tires, he was one
of the first to recognize the weight
transfer advantage of station wagons off the line, and his ETs were
right at the national record. With
a tri-power 389, four speed, and
4.56 posi, even Mom took home
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appetite for speed. We spent every spring break at the 12 Hours
of Sebring from 1958 to 1972,
where he volunteered as a race
course physician. There, in addition to doing pre-race physicals
on all the participating drivers, he
would be stationed with one of the
ambulances trackside. He got see
the real fire breathing monsters of
the sports car circuit up close. Given his long association with Corvettes, (he opened one of the first
Corvette specialty performance
mail order companies in 1965),
he tried to procure a Grand Sport
Corvette. He almost closed on one
But by the early 1970s, even a of the rare Grand Sport roadsters,
1965 289 Cobra, Hemi Superbird, but the inability to get a race car
and Ferrari 365 GBT/4 Daytona titled for the street killed the deal.
weren’t enough to satiate Dad’s The title/registration issue turned
some trophies in the Powder Puff
category. In the 60s, Dad’s tastes
turned to a series of Corvettes,
starting with a 57 Fuelie, and ending with a 69 L-88. We lived next
to a convent in our small town, and
Dad always allowed the Sisters of
Notre Dame to borrow whatever
car was available. Usually it was
the 67 tri-power big block Impala
“Draggin Wagon” on trips to the
grocery store, but occasionally the
Mother Superior had local tongues
wagging when she was spotted,
veil flying, in Dad’s 66 427/425
HP Corvette roadster.

his attention to GT40s, as he knew
a limited number of street versions
were made as promotional vehicles for Ford.
Street version GT40s didn’t exactly
grow on trees, and finding one in
the pre-internet world involved a
lot of phone calls, letter writing, or
in my case, my assigned reading of
the classifieds in Road & Track, Car
& Driver, Motor Trend, and Competition Press (Autoweek). Eventually Dad came upon one owned
by Herb Wetanson (yeah, the one
of Porsche racing fame) in New
York in December of 1973. After
a lot of complicated wrangling before and during the purchase, the
title and cash were eventually exchanged, and Dad was the proud

owner of GT40 #1059. But there
was a slight problem: The GT40
was so low, we couldn’t get it loaded onto the open trailer we used
to haul Dad’s 69 Z28 Camaro E/
Modified Production drag car.
The solution? We drove it 1000+
miles from Long Island to St. Donatus, Iowa. Me, being the proud
owner of a valid driver learner’s
permit for a whole month, got to
co-drive with Dad. The RHD took
a little bit getting used to, but it
was certainly easier than driving
the Cobra or Superbird. This minor inconvenience turned out to be
very fortuitous. On the trip home,
Dad and I watched with horror as
the bumper hitch on our 64 Caddy
tow vehicle broke off. Our trailer
thereby did a couple somersaults

before landing upside down in
a ditch. Fortunately, Dad was at
the wheel of the GT40, and took
evasive action. Unbelievably, the
trailer was able to be rendered
roadworthy with a fair number of
blows with a ball peen hammer,
and a trip to a local welding shop
solidly reattached the hitch to the
Caddy’s frame. Back on the Interstate, while following (and carefully eyeing the Caddy’s hitch), Dad
got pulled over by an Ohio State
trooper…for going too slow! The
trooper thought it was quite suspicious that a GT40 would be going
45 mph. But after a careful inspection of the car and papers (especially the engine compartment!) by
the trooper, it was deemed more
than roadworthy, and we trundled
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the rest of the way back to Iowa.
The GT40 (#1059) quickly gained
a favored spot in Dad’s driving
rotation. The Ferrari was still the
preferred long distance touring car, but the GT40 was the
“Easy Button” for trips to nearby
Dubuque (12 miles). The only way
that trip took more than 6-7 minutes was if Dad got stuck behind
a series of manure hauling tractors on Highway 52. Dad took his
performance driving seriously, as
he religiously went to Bob Bondurant’s School of High Performance Driving at Ontario Motor
Speedway and Sears Point annu-
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ally for almost 20 years, starting
in 1970. As I had progressed to
my full license, I assisted Dad in
our version of Road & Track’s comparison tests on our local two lane
highway. In head to head, side by
side competition, the GT40 easi-

A little rejetting
and ignition timing
change by yours truly resulted in a wind
aided, hand held stop
watch timed
201 mph!

ly bested the Ferrari, Cobra, and
Hemi Superbird, whether it was
0-60, 0-100, or 60-120. The E/
Mod Production Z-28 was a hair
faster in the ¼ mile, but some basic drag tuning got the GT40 into
the mid 11s. It was piece a cake
to tune compared to the Daytona- pushrods versus valve shims,
and four Webers instead of six.
Still, the question was there- could
it best the Ferrari’s 173 mph top
end, as verified by the Carabinieri in Italy? Dad’s years of drag
racing contacts soon paid off, as
there was a section of four lane
highway just being finished up in
Eastern Iowa. Not yet open to the
public, it was already the newest
unofficial drag strip in the state,
given the massive number of burnouts marking the virgin pavement.
Due to the fact that the statute of
limitations may not have expired,
the exact location and dates have
been omitted in the following
discussion. On an early Sunday
morning, armed with CB radios
and stop watches, my brothers
and I assisted my Dad’s attempt at
the unofficial State of Iowa flying
mile land speed record. Our first
run netted a 196 mph! My brothers and I went nuts!!! Dad, on the

other hand, was visibly annoyed.
A little rejetting and ignition timing
change by yours truly resulted in a
wind aided, hand held stop watch
timed 201 mph. Mission accomplished! We quietly slipped back
home, or at least as quietly as the
GT40’s “bundle of snakes” headers would permit.
Alas, tragedy struck. Not violently,
as in a crash, but even far worseDad got the GT40 repainted in the
early 1990s. And not just repainted, but in a most perfect rendition
of its pearl white with red/blue
striping by one of the area’s foremost restorers. Suddenly, #1059

became a garage queen. Several
times a year I would take it off of
jack stands, and carefully wheel it
into an enclosed trailer to go to a
show. Even that ended after some
time. I would still annually change
the oil and other fluids, set the
valves, and synch the carbs, but it
would sit silently under a car cover. Dad’s interests turned to motor
homes, where he and Mom would
head south for the winter. Eventually the car was sold at auction in
2003, netting Dad a nice profit on
his $8000 initial purchase price in
1973. He was only 43 years old
when he bought his GT40. At that
time, it was just another imprac-

tical, outdated race car. To put it
into perspective, his new Ferrari
365 GTB/4 was $18,000 delivered at Modena, Italy. Perhaps it
was best that Dad had been gone
for six years when #1059 went
at auction for more than a couple
million in 2012, and subsequently
was shipped off to Europe. Still,
I look at the bright side: No way
that any owner, before or after
Dad, got more grins per buck than
he did out of his “Ford hot rod”
(his term). And I was the luckiest
teenager in the world to get to be
both pilot and co-pilot with my
Dad on many a memorable road
trip in that rocket.
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Perfect poster art: A veteran collector’s guide to getting started
Nik Berg

S

such as Bullitt or the Cannonball
Run. In amongst them there are
fabulous road and racing foldouts
featuring cars from Alfa to Volvo.
It’s a treasure trove of awesome illustration and terrific typography
that tells the parallel stories of cinema and the automobile through
wonderful imagery.

tep into the home, office, or
even garage of any passionate gearhead and you’ll likely find the walls are dotted with
rare posters and artworks for all
manner of automotive culture. The
chances are, many of those collectibles could have come from one
The story of how Veysey gathered
dealer, Paul Veysey.
his collection and formed Drive
Over 30 years Veysey has amassed Past began when his wife Helen
an astonishing collection of 3000 bought him a “British quad”—the
vintage car and movie posters
and established a successful
business buying and selling
artwork online and at motoring events.

Now planning his retirement
at 70, Veysey is selling the lot,
offering automobilia and film
fans the chance to add to their
collections at reduced rates.
Pay a visit to drivepast.com
and you’ll find an extraordinary range of posters from
obscure Russian racing flicks,
to ’20s temptresses including
The Speeding Venus, gloriously gaudy ’50s B-movies like
Guns, Girls and Gangsters, as
well as major Hollywood hits
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standard film poster size in the
U.K.—of Checkpoint.
“It was a rather wonderful movie,
starring James Robinson Justice,
and had all sorts of terrific graphics on the poster, and the thing that
appealed to me was the motor
racing content, which was based
around the Targa Florio and James
Robertson Justice with a team of
racing Lagondas,” says Veysey.
“I started to fossick around and
see what else I could find. I
found a couple of other bits
and pieces, and mostly by a
process of osmosis sucked in
a great deal of information
quite quickly. I soon knew what
some of the pitfalls of buying
posters were, in terms the
rules that movie posters from
various countries comply with,
in terms of size and shape.
So I just went on and on and
soon I had several hundred
of these things. I wasn’t restricting myself to any particular country because, in fact,
some of the greatest graphics
come from places like Belgium
in the ’50s, France in the ’20s
up to the ’60s, America in
the in the ’50s and Britain,

up until the time when photography and CG took over. So really
my collection started at the dawn
of cinematic time and ran up to the
early 1970s.”
Alongside selling posters online
and in person at events, Veysey
wrote a book, Motor Movies the
Posters, (you can buy a copy from
Drive Past or elsewhere online)
which traces motor racing and
the motor car in movies from the
birth of cinema and the motorcar.
“I believe it sold both copies,” he
quips, downplaying an expertise
honed through decades of research, using the skills he previ-

ously deployed in a broadcasting sand. But, says Veysey, the most
important thing is to “buy what
and journalism career.
you like” and make sure it’s the
Veysey’s collection is eclectic but real deal.
there is a common theme. “It’s always been the artwork for me, and “Once you’ve established what
whilst I’d prefer those that contain you like, talk to somebody who
motoring content, I’m sure as hell knows what they’re doing, so that
not going to turn down aviation or when buying what you like, if you
the bad girl movies from the States can afford and want an original,
in the ’50s, because that’s where you make sure that’s what you’re
some of the most terrific artwork getting.”
lies.”
While, of course, there is nothing
For anyone starting or adding to wrong with buying reproductions
a collection, prices of posters and to decorate your home, Veysey
artworks range from less than a warns that checking the quality
hundred dollars to several thou- and provenance of posters that
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smell, explains Veysey. “It means
breaking it down to its component
molecules, checking sizes, checking paper quality, checking smell,
“I had two guys, both absolutely
checking fold vines, because it was
loaded, come to me on my stand The most important features to only really from the ’80s onwards,
at Goodwood and say ‘Look what look for when assessing originality that posters weren’t folded to go
I bought.’ And they were fakes. are size, paper quality, folds, and to the cinema. And a lot of people
are claimed to be original is of
utmost importance as there are
fakes around.
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In one case I had the same original poster on the stand for considerably less than he paid for his
fake.”

who are buying posters don’t real- ing a Maserati. In 30 years, I’ve
seen maybe four posters. Adolfo
ly understand that.”
Orsi was on my stand and buyAt one Le Mans Classic Veysey was ing couple of things and he kept
on his stand with a very rare Fan- eyeing up the Fangio poster and
gio biopic film poster on display, he said ‘I did not know there was
and its authenticity was called another one of those.’ This is one
into question by no less than Ad- of the world’s foremost collectors
olfo Orsi of the family that owned of motor racing material. He took
Maserati. “It never really made it some convincing, it was a question
out of Argentina. The Argentinian of deconstructing and filling in the
poster is a magnificent piece of paper color showing in the folds
stone litho work, with Fangio driv- and allowing him to smell it. Smell

is a terrific thing, because paper
being usually quite coarse, picks
up smell of the past.”
Although Veysey is now retiring and selling the remaining
1500-or-so posters he has curated over the years, he says that he
plans to continue to offer sourcing—and his nose for authentication—to collectors.
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The VSCDA
Annual Awards
The Joe Marchetti Vintage Spirit Award
celebrates the spirit of vintage racing with safe and
friendly wheel-to-wheel competition. It is named for
Joe Marchetti, a long time member of VSCDA. Joe
founded the Chicago Historics which is now the RA
Vintage Races with Brian Redman and is one of the
biggest vintage races in the U.S. This year the award
was presented to Scott Hyatt
The Art Bly Distinguished Service Award is
the second oldest VSCDA award and recognizes outstanding service to the club. It is named for Art Bly,
who was a “charter member” of the club and a dedicated VSCDA volunteer. Art was a contemporary
of Hal Ulrich, with his race driving going back to the
1930s. Art retired from professional driving in the
1950s, becoming a car owner and VSCDA volunteer. This year this award was given to Carl Wallin

then passed away before being able to race his car.
It embodies the spirit of tenacity and determination
in the face of adversity. This year’s winner is Jesse
Jurgenson.
The President’s Award for Safety is the club’s
newest award and was instituted in 2018 for service to the club in the arena surrounding safe vehicle
preparation in addition to providing a safe environment for the racers and club members in general.
This year’s award goes to Charlie Hall

The John Bowlander Award for Outstanding Driver of the Year is VSCDA’s oldest award.
John was an excellent driver and our Chief Driving Instructor during the 1980s. He joined VSCDA
just after it was organized and became a sought
after mechanic and driving instructor. He raced a
“scruffy” Porsche 911 that was very fast. John died
The Perseverance Award (formerly Schneider’s of cancer in 1992 while still in his 30s. This year the
Run Hardship Award) was named after a young John Bowlander Award was posthumosly presented
racer who had joined the VSCDA, built a car and to Frank Newton.
DRIVER OF THE YEAR - FRANK NEWTON
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VSCDA Sponsors

Jeff Porasik - Raymond James Advisor

